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When you wish up on a star,
Who you are,
When you wish up on a dream,
who you are,
When you wish up on a star as

Gm Gm7 C7

no request is
An y thing your heart de sires will

Fdim F Gm7 C7

Heart is in your dream,
any thing your heart desires will

Piano

when your heart is in your dream, no request is

when you wish up on a star, makes no diff 'rence

when you wish up on a star, makes no diff 'rence

Fdim F Gm7 C7

who you are,
who you are,
when you wish up on a star as

Piano

When you wish up on a star,

Gm7 C7

no request is
no request is

Fdim F Gm7 C7

when you wish up on a star, makes no diff 'rence

Piano

when you wish up on a star,

Fdim F Gm7 C7

who you are,
who you are,
when you wish up on a star as

Piano

When you wish up on a star,

Gm7 C7

no request is
no request is

Fdim F Gm7 C7

when you wish up on a star, makes no diff 'rence

Piano

when you wish up on a star,
kind,  
she brings to  
those who love,  
The sweet ful,